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should expect
car troubles

WWWBGNEWSCOM

19 year-old

faces felonious
assault charge

By Bliss Davis

Reporter
Former BGSU student
pleads guilty to hitting

Is your car a failure?
If so. you can probably
relate to many other drivers
on campus From dead batteries to flat tires and nois\
mufflers, car maintenance
while away at college can be
just as stressful On sour wallet as your bursar bill.
t letting a car. whiihri it
be from a birthday, graduation, or anothei way is often
(lone without full knowledge
ol what ens need. Drivers are
often caught off guard when
their maintenance lights
begin blinking.
But Aaron (.arr. freshman.
didn't have the benefit <>i >i
blinking light to warn him of
his car trouble.
lust yesterday 1 had to
jump my car. it was miraculously dead," be said with a
hall smile. His Solution, however, was not out ol reach.
"The front desk [in the
dorms has jumper tables."
t ,111 said.
Vlongwith the front desks
in the doi ins. campus police
are also able to supply jumper cables IO anyone with a

roommate with hot
iron | Page J

Black squirrel
becomes new
safety advocate
Kent State Police
incorporates squirrel
as safety symbol
| PageJ

Have the
times really
changed?
Even (ire years later.
Americans need to
stay alert after 9/11
| Page 4

Freshman take
the upper hand
in men's golf
This year's team has
a high concentration

valid I.I).

lorn Wray, manager ol
Tuffy Auto Center, said a
common problem students

of strong freshman
golfers | Page 6

UPKEEP

Women's golf
team takes
the lead again

Graffiti is in
the eye of the
beholder

The women win the
IOMSZ0BADV

Youngstown State
Invitational/Taco Bell
Ladies Golf for the
second year in a row

Social insecurity

|Page 6

Financial projections give bleak outlook for future
By Kyle Reynolds
Reporte'

Josh Benner
isM.I.A.
Well, not exactly.
But you can imagine
what would happen
if he was Josh tells
us about his struggle
to find material to
write about and hints
that one day he may
choose to forget
about his job all
together
| PageS

Social Security may be in need of some
adjustments in order to be sustained into
the future.
This is due to our population's life expectancy increasingand the retirement of main
baby boomers.
"The trend certainly appears to he that
the Social Security program will have to
be adjusted to ensure that it will remain
in some form moving out to the 2020 time
period and beyond," said BGSU finance
chairman, Dan Klein.
According to the Congressional Budget
Office's report, it is projected that in 2012
"Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid
would account for almost 70 percent of all

non-Interest expenditures."

— the new prescription drug plan — and
interest on the federal debt.
"If these projections come true, Medicare,
Social Security) and interest will soon chew
up the entire federal budget, leaving nothing
for roads, destroyers, national parks, etc.,"
said Francis I.aatsch, associate professor in
the finance department. "So there really is a
problem brewing... a big problem."
Social Security benefits are received by
retirees through payroll taxes deducted
from current workers and their employers.
Klein projects thai more money will be
going out of social security than money
going into the program near 2020.
"Sometime before 20211. the amount of
money being paid out to retirees will be greater than the amount being paid in by workas, and about 20 years after that the Social
Security system will go broke," Klein said.

Those projections were made in 2002 and
don't include costs for Medicare Plan I)

"So there really
is a problem

By Johnny Payne
Rep

Outside of Chili's Convenience
stoie. on the sidewalk near
Offenhauer and at the very
heart ol campus. Keep your
eyes to the ground and you're
not likely to miss the graffiti
that dots the University's walk
ways and buildings
like any community with a
significant youth population
and a nearby hardware store
the University has endured
years of vandalism. But a recent
scourge is starting to set itsell
apart as ,i leal problem, said
Michael Ginsburg, the assistant
dean of students.

brewing...

"Instances ol vandalism on
Campus were consistent with
previous vcais." Ginburg said
ol last school year. "However,
graffiti in particular appeared n i
increase over pre\ ions years
Upperclassmen
might
remember the sudden influx
ol spray-painted messages that
began popping up a couple
years ago Ambiguous slogans
like 'Walk with Passion." and
directly politicized tags con
fronting Ohio's laws concerning gay couples soon had tin-

a big problem."
itsch |
ite professor ,n

See SECURITY | Page 2

Do you think
graffiti on campus
is a problem?

M^rk Wilinski.
Freshman. Business
"No. I don't believe
it's a problem, but
some of the stuff I ve
seen is offensive"
|Page 4

TODAY
Scattered T-storms
High: 74, Low: 57
&~
• V. _ jj
TOMORROW
AM Showers
High: 75. Low: 53

k

See GRAFFITI | Peqe 2

Bomb strikes Turkish city, 7 dead
By Benjamin Harvey
The Associated Piess

ISTANBUL Turkey — A bomb
struck a predominantly Kurdish
city in soudieastcm Turkey yesterday, killing seven people and
wounding 17, the local governor's
office said.
Authorities said the bomb was
made from powerful explosives
and was set off by a cell phone
timer. It was not immediately
known who placed it, and nobody
claimed responsibility.
The explosion in the city of
Diyartiakir happened about 9 p.m.
and an investigation had begun,
according to a statement from the
provincial governor's office, which
gave the casualty toll.

The deputy governor of the
surrounding I tiyarhakir province,
Ahmet Aydin, said children were
among those killed and two of the
injured were in serious condition
at a local hospital. I ocal news stations siid five of the seven killed
were children,
A Kurdish news agency
reported that the blast took
place near an elementary
school. Witnesses said the blast
threw body parts over a wide
area and left pools of blood
from the killed and injured.
Diyarbakir is Turkey's largest
Kurdish-majority city, and the
hl.isi came as Kurdish rebels fighting for autonomy in the region
have stepped up their attacks.
Also yesterday, the Turkish mili-

tary announced that authorities
had defused a remote-controlled
bomb planted by Kurdish guei
rillas on a busy bridge near die
southeastern city of llalay. and
a Ixnnh believed to be placed by
rebels exploded as a freight train
carrying coal passed in the cist
em province ol Hingol, damaging
three rail cars.
I he Uniasd states and Turkey
are taking measures to counter
Kurdish militants who have iraining Camps in northern Iraq and
launch frequent raids into Turkey
Retired U.S. Air Force Gen.
loseph Ralston arrived in
Ankara early yesterday for talks
on how to increase U.S.- Turkish
cooperation in the fight against
the rebels.

Ohio coin dealer now in prison
for funneling money
By John Secwer
The Associated Press

Tom Noe
Convicted,
sentenced to two
years and three
months in prison

TOLEDO — A federal judge

yesterday sentenced a GOP

fundraiser at the center of an
Ohio political scandal to two
years and three months in
prison for illegally funneling
$45,000 to President Bush's reelection campaign.
Tom Noe. a former Toledoarea rare coin dealer whose
large donations made him
a powerful political figure,
apologized in court for the
scheme to give friends money
to donate to Hush to fulfill his
promise to generate $50,000

for a presidential fundraiser
Noe said he arranged the
scheme because "in 2003 I was
pressured by Bush-C.hem v
officials to become a Pioneer."
a name the campaign gives to
people who raise S 100,000.
I he campaign money-laundering scheme was the largest prosecuted under the 2002
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MONDAY
12:10 p.m.

Klein and l.aalsch agree that
changes in Social Security
need to be made In order to
ensure that current students
will have Social Security when
they retire.
Both believe the age at which
Social Security benefits can be
reaped will he raised from (he CUT*
i cm age of KUand that taxes to fund
Social Security will he increased.
"1 am willing to predict

onon
12:25 p.m.
■

j lot on South Mam
■

1

'

jledo.

I for ti

that the normal retirement
age under Social Security will
soon be raised to 70." l.aalsch
said. "Also, the earnings cap
for the payroll lax that funds
Social Security will be raised
from $90,000 | in 20051 to, say,
$1,000,000. This would be, by
far, the largest tax increase
[nominal dollar amount] in
u.s. history."
Ohio Congresswoman Marcy
Kaptur supports a raise in the
earnings cap, according to her
spokeswoman Susan Howe.
"She supports a raise in the
earnings cap to S140.000 from

"Individuals should do as much as they can
for themselves to prepare for retirement or
disability."
Dan Klein | BGSU finance chairman
the current amount of $90,000
over a 10 year period," Howe
said. "And also an increase in
l-'IC tax by a quarter of a percent
for the employer and worker."
Another change Klein and
l.aalsch agree could happen is
the government might 'means
test' people with large retire-

ment incomes.
"If you have a certain amount
of wealth built up, you might
not receive any benefits from
the government," Klein said.
Another possibility is the
amount of benefits can be

diminished.
The government can lower

the level of benefits," Klein said.
Thcrearcallcrnativesprograms
available, so Social Security isn't
the only thing to rely on.
"Individuals should do as
muchasthe) ian foi themselves
to prepare for retirement or disability. Make use of retirement
plans such as 40lks, 403bs and
IKAs." Klein said. "The govern
nii'in established these plans
to enable individuals to put in
ciiliei pre- or post-tax dollars
and to earn returns that are
protected from taxes, at least
until the money is withdrawn
from the account''

conduct
■

mg on

UPKEEP

■
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6:41 p.m.
■

■
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have with their cars is "everyday
maintenance."
He also said the summer is
usually the peak season foi cai
troubles. Students often take
their cars on roadtrlps and

nally supposed to be closed yesterday

vacations, neglecting to have
them checked before, during and after their time away.
Unfortunately, getting a break
in this way only puts more
Strain on students'CMS.
lamesMaloney.sophomoa'.had
problems with his car last year.
"The fuel injectors were
clogged," he said,
And, who pays lor all of this?
The only major difference
is they don't have any money,
they're broke," Wray said,
comparing college drivers to
the average driver In Bowling
Green. "I often have to deal
with the parents, not the
students."
A lack "t money is a major
reason why college students,
when compared to other drivers, have more problems with
their cars. When faced with
the option ol pa) Ingtoflx their
car in order to save it from
bigger expenses later on, most
students opt to pay for something else.
Ultimately, students' cars are
often in much worse condition
than if the same car would IM'

but rain interfered with the city's plans

owned by someone out of college.

8:47 p.m.
■

■

■

9:05 p.m.
■

TUESDAY
5:19 a.m.

.
I
■

■

CITY
BRIEF

SOUTH MERCER
CLOSED TODAY
ij wilt be closed
today from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m so workers can complete water and sewer
work The portion of the street will
be closed between East Woostei and
Clough streets The street was origi-

Having problems? Hwc ate wme

GRAFFITI

maintenance tips:

From Page 1

Upkeep to keep in mind

■ Get as much technical infwtnatJon
on your car. and be sure to learn
at least the very basics of what
your cai needs If you already have
a bask undeistandmg of what
goes on under the hood, it wi be
easier to spot inhaled mechanic
rates, not to mention lessening the
length of time it will take to find
the pioWem
■ Perform smple tasks on your own.
Instead of paying someone to
change your oil. do it yourself
■ Always have your car cheded out
before, during and after long trips
Even the best of cars can break
under the pressuie of extended
use
■ Check your engine and tires from
time to time You may be able to
catch a minor problem before it
becomes mapx
■ Always remember to get a signed
estimate from your body shop
before any work is done.
■ Though some shops charge a flat
rate for some services, maintenance work can vary depending
on cai make and model, as well as
availaWity of pans
■ Scheduled maintenance can easily run up to $500 w more. Also
other problems may be found,
which can bump up the price of
the original estimate
■ Small amounts can easily add up
Even if for example, you bought
and changed your own tires, (he
average is around 140 to £100
per tire.
■ Shop around You can easily save
hundreds from inquiring to various
auto shops in vour area

Think you're funny? Join the Not News crew.
thenews@bgnews.com

University's faculty fuming.
Remnants of .1 particular
campaign can still be seen
today, although weather and
time have taken their tolls: beer
bottles and cigarettes painted in
blood-red with a plea from the
artist(s) to "Grow Up" scrawled
over the images.
A big black duck used as a symbol by Icelandic musician Bjork
reared its head on West I lall.
Last year's infamous graffiti raid carried out by several
University of Toledo students
ended in profanities sprayed on
BGSU's property and outrage
prevailing among students.
But aside from the UT incident, most of the tags found on
campus aren't profane or incendiary in content.
"I think they add some color
to the campus," said junior
Lauren llaskell. "They can he
very thought-provoking, like
the Walk with Passion' ones. It
makes the walk to class a little

JORDAN FlOWER

more interesting.
Predictably, the Universit)
wasn't as keen as llaskell at the
prospect of having graffiti all over
campus, regarding it as "destruction nf property." facility employees have erased most of the lags,
leas Ingonry a random spattering
of slogans still visible,
"In my opinion, while graffiti
can be artistic, it does not add
to the overall aesthetic of the
University." Ginsburg said. "It
detracts from the overall ambi-

SCANDAL

ance of the environment thai
we strive to create on campus."
lames Wiegandi chief of campus police, warned that vandalism is a fifth degree felony bearing a maximum fine of $2,500
and one year in jail.
\ii Hilling to U'iegand, several
Incidents Involving graffiti have
already taken place this school year.
"1 he graffiti we did find was
gang related and there were
only one or two incidents," he
said." I here were no suspects."

Congratulations!
Andrea Coyle,
Sophomore

campaign finance reform law,
which set limits on donations,
prosecutors said last October,
U.S. District Court Judge
David Katz told N'oe thai be
was trying to feed his ego and
made a stupid decision.
"lie has risen in the past
to positions of respect and
power and he violated the
trust of those who placed him
in those positions," Kat/. said.

(THE

NEWS

Winner of a $25 gift certificate to the student
bookstore. Thank you to all who took the quiz
at Campus Fest.

UAO presents...
from
Whose Line is it ANYWAY?

roops Este
Saturday, September 23, 2006
7p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Tickets on Sale:
i Wednesday, September 13 @ 9p.m. to
[11p.m.
>02B of the Bowen Thompson Student
Jnion
Tickets $10
(ring BGSU Student ID
Questions? Call 419.372.2486 or visil
/.bgsu.edu/offices/uao

IFBGNtKS

ART VS. DESTRUCTION: Graffiti marts the side of the Math Science Building. All over
campus, buildings and sidewalks display what some call "color to the campus."

TRANS FAT
AND

PROUD

OF

IT

BGSU Dining Services
brings you a healthier lifestyle
by cooking with Clear Valley"oil.
Studies have shown that reducing trans fats.
as part of a low fat diet, improves
cholesterol levels and decreases the risks
for heart disease, stroke, and diabetes.
A simple change, over time,
can make a big difference.
Dining Services preparing you today,
for a healthier tomorrow.

BGSU

DINING

SERVICES

Food With Character

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE

Simon the squirrel promotes
safety on Kent State's campus

■ AflOF EVENTS

10:50-11:30 am
urplus

By Carol Biliczky

Rcrd Street Warehouse

"We've had trouble
getting people to

1:30-5 :
llicii faces have been plastered on I shuts I he sin
driii radio station is named
for them. And alumni have
received stuffed-squirrel toys
as gifts.
Kut this year, aftet 15 years
mi the Kenl campus, the lowly
hi.uk squirrel is making its firsi
foraj .is .1 somewhat official
KSII symbol.
I InKnit
State
Police
Department began using a new
character thej call Simon the
Squirrel tins kill to promote student safety
"Staj safe the KSU way," advis
(-. the rodent in ads He&dad in
it KSII T-shirt with giant human
teeth superimposed In computer. "Be safe, nol mils'
(lampus police wanted intitul
,i i levet u.n to reach students
.ilmiii thefts, marijuana and sexual assaults, said administrative
11. Kill Buckbee.
"We've had trouble getting
peopletopa) attention," he said.
"\ large percentage ol our students don't think anything had
will happen it they engage in
high-risk behavior."
Police are plastering .ids.
handouts and posters ol
Simon throughout campus
tvisel) including the phone
numbers <>! pizza parlors on
tin' back in make sun- students hold onto them.
rhej even goi Simon his own
v\feb site on www.focebook.com,
the Internet portal students use
to meet and communicate
Seventy students have sij/ncci
up to he Siniiin's friends
link police want to use m communicate with them throughout
tin- year. More ate signing up
even day

Paulsen Conference Room

8 p.m.
&E.
■

I

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

i ihe Pub: Bingo
Black Swamp Pub

' ^OUtS
Eppler South Gym

il Board Training
306 Union

ironly
Founders in the glass case downstairs

Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. Fine
Arts Center

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Former BGSU student
pleads guilty to iron
assault
Wood (
loi. do no! plan
to request jail time for a former BGSU
student who pleaded guilty to a felonious
as>dult charge Monday.

Exercise classes at the rec attract students
KICK IT UP:

Sharronda Barkley. 19. hospitalized her
former Harshman Anderson roommate after
luttmg her with a hot iron m August 2005

pay attention."
"We wanted something that
was weird, snaii^e. goofy,"
Kin kbee said. "Something that
said.'I lev made you look."
In Fact, the squirrels have been
local icons since Larrj Uoudell.
the ksll grounds superintendent, and MAY Staples, a retired
executive ol the Dave) free < 'a
in kenl. captured Ml of them in
I ondon, Ontario, In
In ensure the animals survived, Woodell had KM! workers
install feeding stations and nest
ing boxes around campus And
he made.i second nip up north
to build theii numbers
I In- squirrels flourished and.
according to Ion Harper, the
assistant (litre lot ol the KMI
Student Center, have displaced
the common graj variety:
'I've seen some with white
teel and one with a led tail,"
he said I don't know lion that
happened."
in 1981, KSII administrators
decided to put the furry rodents
IO^OCHI use as tin- namesake loi
a get-acquainted festival for students in the fall
Since then, the
Black
sc|uiitel I estival has come to
lie one ol the Kent campus's
most popular events.
Kill. alas, the big time continues In elude the pop culti ire icon.
Never, said Ksii spokeswoman Rachel V\?nger, has the kiwh
black sc|iiincl been used to officially promote Kent.
"Wc huilcl our ads around the
theme'Imagine,'which is student
and (acuity sue i e-s.' she said,
"Ihe squirrel doesn't make it"

Harvard plans to drop early admissions programs due to harmful effects

The plea was reported in local media
g The Blade and
Bowling Green SentinelCiting Bart ley s history of met'
ness. prosecutors said tl>ey would recommend community control sanctions, The
Blade reported

By Justin Pope

. could have been sentenced to
up to eight years in prison and a $15,000
fine menace outside Founders Hall. A
be dispatched over objections
from the brotherhood.

BOSTON -With a $26 billion
endowment and ITII years ol
history, Harvard llimeisit\
savs it cm afford a gamble that
could shake uptheuorld ol elite

Like community
sevice and helping
other people?
Come check out
Omega Phi Alpha.
a national service
sorority.

QOA
E-mail Questions to:
spriH.-hI^hmu't.h^su.cJu

spring, some othei schools
have "earlj decision, meaning accepted applicants cannot
appl) elsewhere,
Harvard said such earl)
admissions programs have two
harmful effects: the) ma) lum
schools' diversin lice,uisc poor
and minoiilv students are less

likelv to use them, and they
create anvictv lot the typicall)
more affluent applicants who
take advantage ol them.
N'earl) 23,000 people applied
to Harvard last year
including about I.OOO in the earl)
round —hut the moves hi i i.ii lei
significance is that it could pel

All Tires Sale Priced!
\/WiW'(V?4 (*. if ft f UlTDfir-Ckl ll'ITU
Wtft/P2>
£$P NITROGEN WITH

Houses Thai Feel Like Homes

i When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman? J

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts
• Piedmont "Under Renovation"'

• Mini Moll Apts
• Triplex

• Updated Bircliwood

• Houses

Before you get a flat?

call loi i'

On ANY @) New Tires
Includes FREE Alignment Check

GKCAT
^^-~~^*
AFfORDABLC
KATES!

alMeasershave CHERRYW00D
HEALTH SPA

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

MEMBERSHIP
privilege to • Souim

FREE

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: JUSUii'
530 S Mople Si 419-332-9378

suade other elite universities to
change their admissions policies Mam othei prestigious
colleges have acknowledged
earlj admissions has he, nine'
a strategy tool for the wellconnected, and have tweaked
their programs. Kut none have
dropped them

EUATHON'-,

Preferred
Properties Co.

-/n/o sessions-

Wednesday Sept. 13th:
9:15 in Ihe founders
glass lounge
Thursday Sept. 14th:
9:15 in the Mac
Easl lounge.
Monday Sept. 18th:
9:15 in the Kreicher
CD lobby

college admissions.
Harvard announced plans
yesterday to drop its "earl)
action'' admissions round
and urged rivals to follow.
Ilndei earl) action, applicants
get word by hue fall it they've
been accepted to a ccillejje. hut
can -.(ill apply elsewhere in the

'.COVcCC '
«r-iriTo»ii»i ti-vKt UMHomiB

QJ

Alik NEW
lllll TIRE
T1DC PURCHASE
HI <III*U • C C
AN*

BRAKES

ON ANY

T * ^L

4 OIL CHANGI

■ S¥>30. »WJO:O'10W10lf

Brake Service ! "«...<.., ™KI,.,P«.,«

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

SSSSSWrfl SERVICE CfMHiSOt-i.
999 South Main Scat ■ Acroaa from »IDI Fooda

Find more coupons and datails about NltroMax, visit www.notirainan.com

Included: GAS. HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle
A Reason to Visit President Sidney Ribeau's New Online Site

ielps you understand campu.
camf
oective

> Monthly topic for students about campus
issues presented by President Ribeau
> Share opinions and questions on the
monthly issues

point* of

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE APTS.

view
See the campus through the eyes of others

Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road
(419)352-9135
Email us: winthrop-qerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

www.bgsu.edu/pointofview

n.f^Oi I

BijbU

OPINION

"The United States does not torture. It's against our laws, and it's
against our values. I have not authorized it - and I will not authorize it.
- George W. Bush, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you think graffiti on campus is a problem?
"No, it jus! adds more

"I haven't seen any

color to our campus."

graffiti, just the

k

^5(| "The spray paint is
ridiculous."

"No. i don't think it's a
problem."

Have your own take on

announcements."

ALLYSONRIFE.
Sophomore. Marketing

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

DEREK KING.

PATRICK
STANKIEWICZ.

BRITTANY
MCINTYRE. Freshman.
International Business

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for a
question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Freshman. Athletic
Training

Freshman. Business

STAFF EDITORIAL

America must stay alert
On September 11,2006—five
years after he joined a sorrowful nation in acknowledging
"freedom itself was attacked
this morning by a faceless
coward," President Mush
reiterated the need to defend
that freedom In the face of a
"strugglefoi civ ilization."
The United States is tinmost civilized nation on Earth.
We ate joined bva lew other
countries in that civility - - hut
the threat emanating from the
less civilized countries of the
world, that wish to destroy us
and that have been possessed
by radical sec is. threatens to
overshadow any civilized ally
we ni.t\ have.
We have lost so much to
radical Islam.
Even after losing 2,977 lives
to this monster on September
II, many Americans still
refuse to acknowledge this
illicit Doesit require another
catastrophic attack — one
worse than the last, to make
theclarit] ofthisenemj
apparent?
Why are we still underestimating the danger of these
Islamic extremists?
rhese are people who kill
themselves to kill others, with
the expectation of finding
paradise. Yet, there are people
in this country that consider
our own government more
ofa threat than this twisted
Ideology.
September 11,2001 marks a
horrific and unthinkable loss
we endured as.i nation, on our
own soil — an event that, at
least temporarily, brought us
all together.
Hut I here have been ot her
senseless attacks carried out in
the name of radical islam.
In 1»H:I, the U.S. Marine Innracks in Beirut were the target
of attacks, killing!! II and
Injuring 60.

"Even after five
years...these terrorists
thrive on the political
divides that run
rampant in this
country."
The terrorists' previous
attack on the World trade
Center, on February 26,1993,
involved a cat bomb which
was detonated in an under

ground garage, killing six and
injuring 1,000.
The Khobar rowers in
Saudi Arabia were attacked

on June 25,1996 by the Saudi
Hezbollah movement, using
explosives smuggled in Irotn
Lebanon, killing l!l U.S. servicemen, one Saudi, and injuring 372 Others.
Osama bin Laden became
a face on the FBI's fen Mosl
Wanted list alter coordinating
simultaneous car bombings
on United States embassies in
several African cities in 1998,
which killed 257 and injured
4,000. On October 12,2000,
America's finest were once
again targeted when the
USSCole was attacked at a
Yemeni port, killing 17 and
wounding:!!!.
The goal is obviously to kill
Americans; but the lunatic i~.iii
is truly revealed in instances
where they kill their own. such
as in Iraq,

Experts on terrorism, public
safety, and national securit) all
agree1 that the greatest hazard to
Americans is our complacent \
In addition, those dwelling
on national sell-loathing,lie,is
great an enemy ,is those on the
outside; they are doing everything in their power to cripple
our war against terror, choosing to blame their own country instead of the terrorists.
What we fail to realize, even
allet live ve.us. is these terrorists thrive on the political
divides that run rampant in

this country.
The laet that we cannot see
past polities to pull together
on the issue ot national security and the safety of our own
country leaves us even more
vu I net able.
This nation is the victim
of internally inflicted selfconsciousness, which has
yielded a ridiculous amount of
political correctness that risks
superseding security.
II the people hired to keep
our nation sale are snipped
ol the ability to focus on individuals who fit the terrorist
profile, we risk being victimized again.
On the five-year anniversary of September I May
lent) had actor lames Woods
on his show.
Woods was flying from
Boston to l.os Angeles on
August 1,2001. lie noticed
some st range behavior coming from a group of about four
"central casting terrorists," as
be called them.

Woods notified the flight
attendant and the first officer
— who both noticed the men

behaving suspiciously, of
Ins suspicion that they were

hijackers.
Reports were filed by the
crew.and the federal Aviation

Administration became
involved — hut dropped the

i ase because they felt it was
"racial profiling."
in reality, James Woods
witnessed a dry run that day.
On 9/11, one of the men lames
Woods positively Identified
wasa hijacker on United
flight 175, and another was a
hijacker on American Airlines
I light 77.
The ITU confirmed that the
suspicion surrounding the
men was not unwarranted —
all four of them were involved
in the hijacking plots.

If there is any hope for us
to prevail in this war on terror, we must pull together as
a country, realize that a real
threat exists, and place the
blame appropriately on I hose
who are enemies to us.
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Messages
are better
left in chalk
"Walk with passion" is
,i message most people
won't find offensive.
In an article in today's
BG News, one student
even calls the message
"thought-provoking."
I lowever, university officials are less than
impressed witli the spraypainted slogans and politically charged commentary.
Graffiti In general has
We at the li(i.News
would like to take this
opportunity to remind students it is possible to get
your message out without
breaking the law
And yes, graffiti is
against the law, and bears
a hefty fine as well
At any given time on
campus one can find a
hundred chalked messages cm the sidewalks.
These messages usually
contain times and places
of organization meetings,
hut can also he a use
lul lool lor the politic allv
motivated.

If keeping within the
ntles and regulations of
the University, students
could gel their message
out and make a lasting
impicssiiii) on the reader,
rather than the sidewalk.
College is the perfect
time for students to
express their opinions.
Campuses are a prime
environment for political
discourse.
The problem comes
when students stop
observing the rules and
start using illegal means to
get their voices heard.
The BG News would like
to remind students of the
dozens of other ways to
make a difference.
()ne way is by attending
Undergraduate Student
Government meetings.
The USG makes a lot of
decisions on campus and
welcomes student input.
Not into public speaking" Anyone can post fliers
on the outdoor kiosks scattered across campus.
Into larger issues? fry
heading to a city council
meeting.
Want to go large scale?
Go and speak at organization meetings across
campus.
Not sure when they
meet? Check the chalk on
the sidewalks.
We just urge students
to remember; when
you break the law when
spreading your message,
you're undermining the
message itself and are less
likely to get serious consideration from your peel S,

YOU DECIDE
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Do you think graffiti on
campus ft a problem? Send an
e-maJ to ihenewsStognews.
com and tell us what you
think, or post feedback on uuf
Website

Africa needs attention

4t

f1&\ KATHERIHE
J| KOPKOWSKI
■OPINION COLUHNISf

ruling methods of western leaders like I conoid; sucking away
resources using the exploitative
forms of control the western

Hie western world likes to
believe itself to be just, tolerant,
and devoted to progress and
freedom. In many cases, these
beliefs are rightfully held.
Km when it comes to Africa,
these values seem to Ix.' compromised In mull, the actions
of the Western f.urope and
the United Sates in regard to
Africa can lie summarized .i^
racist and selfish. It seems the
problem runs deeply, and goes
largely unnoticed.
Every continent (excluding
Australia and Antarctica! is
divided into countries which
are recognized to have separate.
unique national identities.
Africa, however, is viewed as a
massive international problem
child. To the west, the entile
continent looks the same, and
the picture most often associated with Africa is one ofa hungry child.
Contrary to popular belief,
Africa is made up of unique
countries wild rich cultural
identities. Complex histories,
languages and artwork make
up a beautiful tapestry so
often dismissed.
IVrhaps if we saw the beauty
in African history and modem
day culture, and recognized
unique, separate nations, we
would be motivated to not allow
their beauty to be lost.
Yet due to ignorance, die
problems existing in Africa are
often viewed through desensitized eyes. We view genocide
and AIDS as self inflicted, distant, large scale, high cost and
thus unworthy of our time
and money.
What if we looked at our role
in their history?
Somehow, historical figures
like King Ut)|Mild II of Austria,
who killed more people in
Congo than were killed in World
War I, arc forgotten.
Following the end of political
. colonization of African countries, the modem world has
turned to what could be referred
to as economic colonization,
and continued the tradition of
exploitation.
The West has had a large
hand in corruption of some
African politicians, who in many
cases are simply following the

hemisphere has used
If we accepted our role, historically tuid today; we may see
our tremendous influence, and
use it to support movement
toward positive changes.
I lowever, thus far in modem
history, it seems we have not
accepted this role, or seen the
value of the African nations
In Rwanda, after 800,000
slaughters, the end came only
alter the Tutsi army took over
from its bases in Uganda. As
die slow moving, devastating
genocide took place, the west
was busy turning a blind eye.
The Clinton administration specificiilly avoided using the term
"genocide" in press accounts
and intelligence reports,
because diis word would have
called for action.
lust three years later, the
cross border attacks on rcfugee
camps in Zaire brought another
hands off stance from the US.
six v ears and 3.3 million deaths
later, the atrocity had again gone
unnoticed by the western world.
Now in Sudani the Sudanese
army is supporting the Arab
lanjaweed militias in genocide
against the region's black African
population. 1 as) week, the UN's
humanitarian chief Ian figeland
warned, "a man-made catastrophe of an unprecedented scale"
is developing in I )tirfur. Yet.
there will be no action.
In addition, there are currently 12 million AIDS orphans
in Africa. These statistics would
provoke international emergency status anywhere else in the
world. Yet the international reaction to the crisis relative to the
significance of the issue could
only be described as negligent.
Africa doesn't need the west
to jump in and save the day.
It needs us to recognize and
support the positive efforts of
African leaders, doctors and
teachers who arc working to
better the lives of those around
them. We can support them
financially, but |>erhaps more
importantly we can support
them widi our efforts to leam
more, our voices and our votes.
Africa doesn't need charity. It
needs justice, and needs to be
looked at as a beautiful, valuable equal.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR a.c
to be fewer than iOO words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and SOO words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor 01 Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
punted.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thentwsS'bgntws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only emailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NOT NEWS

THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE
Q: Why don't elephants go skinny dipping?
A: They can't get their trunks off.

YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS, BUT ITS JUST NOT.

BORHNCRff*

Lack of potent ideas never slows
down Veal' columnists
So often tiroes when I have trouble thinking about whal to write,
my friends say to me, "Well, do
a column about noi having any
thing to write about''And I've
always thought thai It would just
seem like 1 was complaining,
and who wants to read that?
Uuli ih.II said, my gosh, I just
could not think ofa column lo
write about this week, and I got
ID thinking, "Whal would happen ill just didn't turn my column in one week?"
When I canl think of an
Idea, I Mill have to write, simply because I fear what would
happen to society ii I did not
It would basically be like \eu
Orleans aftei Katrina,onr) with
more carnage and less water,
rhere would be nothing to talk
about you would have i<> go
back to reading Stall Talk in the
bathroom, and worst ol all, you
would actually have to listen to
lectures on Wednesdays,
I lere's what I think would happen if I didn't write. I will warn

you, what you are about to read
is extreme!) frightening, so ii you
jrcclileik. pregnant, oi have an)
type of hearl condition, you may
warn lo avoid reading this chilling glimpse al a possible future
Ill's kind ol like the movie "Ualei
World.' Well,youprobabl) nevei
saw "Water Wm Id.' like every
other person In America, hut it's
scan nonetheless
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thing al all," and the stuffed animal was basically dead to you
the moment you sat it down,
Week 7: I lie apocalypse.

Week I: People think, "I ley,
maybe the newspaper made a
mistake. I'm sure there's a perfectly logical reason why losh
didn'l write this week, Maybe
lie's sick."
Week 2: Mass rioting and
public executions (FEMA called),

So that's a thumbnail sketch
of what a world without my
column would he like, [t'sscaiy
I know, and that's why I do it
ever) week, for the overall greater good, it may seem arrogant,
CD

hul I think we all know it's true.

Oh you disagree? Well, you're
wrong, With that said, don't
worry, lust because I write
every week doesn't mean we
still can't burn Ibtedodown.

FUNNY?

Week.!: Till'city ol Toletlo

is burned inefTig) (doesset
er.il million dollars worth of

improvement),
Week I: I lie Keiinerarchives
are searched in the hopes thai
lost columns can he found, sort
ol like how new lupac records
keep coming out.
Week .V FEMA arrives, and
psychics are called to find losh
(oral least read his thoughts
and try lo dictate a column from
said tMUghtS).
Week6: Knockofl losh
Benner columns start running
thai are so bad, they remind you
ol when you were a kid and the)

had Beanie Babies hut sometimes your grandparents would
buy like I he wrong thing a i id

I Not News is'
[hiring writers

Josh (jbennerCbgsuedu) mil haw an
xiual topic new iwet Piobably

thenews@bgnews.com
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SIDELINES

Freshmen take on big roles for men's golf
By Ryan Sort
Reporter

PRO FOOTBALL
McNabb feels
comfortable:
With some new faces in his
receiver corps, he's got less

This year the BGSU golf train
has tin added [mint of interest.
Although they arc not the
leaders of the team, a solid
chunk ill the athletes arc
Freshmen. Andrew Ladwfg,
John Powers, Matt Schneider
and Scotl Blackburn have gotten a chance to compete in
their first years at the collegiate level.
At this time last year they were
still in high school and among
the elite noltcrs in their area.

This year, though, the four
are experiencing a new level
of competition and are no
longer the premier players on
their team.
There's more competition,
the holes are longer, and it gets
thai much tougher,' Ladwtesaid.
Ladwigi from Basl Grand
Itapids, Mich., led his high
school to a state championship. He knew he wanted to
cont iline Ills career into college
and that was part of his decision to come to BG.
"I wanted to play golf somewhere, but theguys here were the

deciding factor," Ladwig said
line of those teammates,
Schneider,
agrees
with
Ladwig's assessment of the
tougher courses al the college
level. They both pointed to the
pins being in tougher places
on the green, the length of the
hole and overall difficulty of
the courses.
Schneider, however, should
be familiar with tough courses
and competition. Schneider
came to BG on a hot streak
to say the least, He finished
his high school career with
a third place finish in the

Minnesota High School State
Tournament. He then followed
thai up with third place finishes in the lunior PGA tournament and the Minnesota Slate
Amateur. His offseason was
highlighted with a championship in the Minnesota Slate |r.
lioys Championship.
Powers, a Bowling Green
native, also comes off a solid
summer. He finished second
in the Ohio |r. Championship
and won five man lies to lake
the title In the Toledo District
lunior match play tournament.
Powers has been looking for-

ward to golfing al the college
level and is hoping to help the
team improve.
"I just wanted a chance to
play early and a chance to help
Bowling Green get back to
the top of the [Mid-American
((inference]," he said.
Blackburn comes to BG from
Lutheran West High School
near Cleveland and hopes to
help BG get back to the top
after he led his high school
team to an appearance in the
state tournament.
See GOLFERS | Page 8

big mouths to worry about
and more big guys to throw
to See more below.

Henry pleads guilty
The disgruntled Bengals
wide receiver decided to

Henry pleads
guilty, will avoid
jail time

avoid jail time by admitting
wrong doing.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Women's finishes
first at YSU:

By Tnvii R««d

They take the tournament

The Associated Press

for the second year in a row

ORLANDO. ITa. — Cincinnati
Bengals wide receiver Chris
Henry avoided jail time bj
pleading guilty yesterday to
a concealed weapon charge
for pulling a weapon during a

led by Jessica McCann.

COLLEGE
Buckeyes take on
Cinci this week:

fight, one offourarrests he has
had in the past It) months.

Ohio State reaches the point
in their schedule that they
must use to stay ready for
their conference foes.

OUR CALL
On the way up
The confidence of the
Cincinnati Bengals' fan base
After winning game
one with Carson
Palmer, they get
to play the hapless
Browns at home.

On the way down
Crime rate of Minnesota
Vikings players After the
suspension of

.! PHOTO

SINKING THE COMPETITION: i
i McCann led all golfers at the YSU Invitational by shooting a 147 to lead all golfers The Falcons came in first place for the second year in a
row by shooting a team total of 626 Coach Stephanie Young was very pleased with her team's performance "It's been a long week for us and we needed everyone to contribute these
past two days." she said "We played really well as a team"

Dwight Smith, the
new regime led by
head coach Brad Childress
has made their point very

The List
The BG News breaks down
the five most disappointing
team performances in the
NFL this past Sunday.

1. Cleveland
Browns: After an offseason full of promise the
Browns came out oil Sunday
and looked like, the Browns.

2. Seattle
Seahawks: Yea. they
won but the didn't score a
single touchdown against...
the Lions?

3. Kansas City
Chiefs: Even though

Falcons win once again
By Kevin Berger

Reporter
Chalk up another first place
finish for the BGSU women's
golf team.
The Falcons won the 12team Youngstown State
invitational, laco Bell ladies
Golf Invitational, fast year BG
won with a score of 615. This
year t hey finished with a stellar
score of 626, shooting a 313 on

both days of the tournament

Jessica McCann had the best
tournament ol her short season, shooting a 7:i on the Brsi
day and a 71 on the second day,
compiling a score of 147 to lead
all golfers.
So what is it about the

Youngstown course that the
leant likes so much?
BG coach Stephanie Young
even had a lough time answering that question.
"I guess the course sets up
well for us," Young said. "We
were able to come out on top."
Hut Young will he the first
oiicio admit that this win was
no easy lask. HG had a long
week, making a triptoMuncie,
Ind, then turning around to
ybungstown the very next day.
It's been a long week for
us and we needed everyone
to contribute these past two
days," Young said. "We played
really well as a team."
And they did just that, a
big contribution came from

McCann who was ver) excited
about her first place finish
I hat was the best tournament I've had so far," McCann
said. "I hit the hall really well."
Other players who stepped
Up big were I indsey lonkoff.
who shot a 77 and tied lot
sixth on the first day. Carley
I Irusovsky matched her season
best score of 78, Kari Liggett
and Amanda Hader also got in
with the action with scores of
85 and 86.
"We all did really well this
tournament," McCann said.
We all contributed and did
what we had to."
Of course when you are
defending a first place finish
from last season there comes

some pressure to hold on to
thai title, but Young said her

players were up for the test
"We knew what we could
achieve if we all play well."
Young said. "We did put a little
pressure on ourselves, hut we
were up for the challenge."
Now that the long week is
over, the team can rest for a
couple weeks before I hey have
to go right hack to work. I heir
next tournament will be on the
first weekend ol October when
they travel to Richmond, Ky. for
[heEKTJ Colonel Classic.
"This will be a good time
for us to regroup and refocus,"
Young said. "It's been a long
week for us and il was good to
end il on a good note."

Trent Green was out cold
by halftime. they still had a
ground game 10 points?

McNabb looks good now that he's healthy and T.O. is gone

4. Tampa Bay
ByRobMaaddi

Bucaneers: We refuse
to believe that McNair is
reborn. The Bucs just stunk.

5. Green Bay
Packers: Favre is in for a
long year if the cheese stinks
that badly. Second thoughts
anyone'

The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Donovan
McNabb led the Eagles to three
NFC championship games
before Terrell Owens came
to Philadelphia. He can do it
again without the talentedbut-troublesoine receiver.
Now that he can locus on
football instead of feuding with
T.O. and playing through pain,
McNabb looks more like the
quarterback who went to five
straight Pro Bowls and took his
team to the playoffs each of
■ those seasons.
In Philadelphia's opening
24-10 win at Houston, McNabb
completed 24 of 35 passes for
314 yards, three touchdowns
and one interception in his
first regular-season game si nee

having surgery for a sports hernia last November.
Sure, those numbers came
against the lowly Texans.
However. McNabb was sharp
throughout the preseason and
his strong performance is a
clear sign be and the real "I
the team have put last year's
misery in the past.
"It was kind of a joy to gel
back out on the field and see
guys kind of smiling, laughing,
pushing each other, motivating each other," McNabb said.
Last year, some of those
smiles were forced, there
wasn't much to joke about,
and pushing came in the form
of a locker-room altercation
between Owens and former
player turned team ambassador Hugh Douglas.
A combination of injuries to

several starters and the T.O.
fiasco plunged the Eagles to 610 a year after falling just three
points short in the Super Bowl
against New England.
While many so-called experts
predicted another last-place
finish in a tough NFC East, the
Eagles retooled — not rebuilt —
their roster and set out to prove
they still belong among the elite
teams in the conference.
Though Irs only one game ins
long season, the rest of the division rivals lost their openers and
are looking up at Philadelphia.
A victory over the New York
Giants this week could go a long
way toward helping the Eagles
accomplish their goal of going
from worst to first.
"They've had a great attitude
from the first minicamp on,"
coach Andy Reid said. "They

have done everything I've
asked. They came out and they
played their hearts out and did
a nice job. But they also understand that it is one out of 16
here, that we have to continue
to go. We've got a real good
team coming in this week. We
have to be better than what we
were this past week so we can
get ready for the Giants."
McNabb is the key to
I'hiladelphia'ssuccess.VVithhim,
the Eagles are 68-33, including
playoffs. They were 2-5 in the
seven games he missed last year.
With T.O. gone, the pressure
again is on McNabb to be the
man. But he's shown he can
have outstanding seasons
with lousy receivers (Charles
lohnson, Torrance Small) and
See EAGLES | Page 7

In exchange for the plea,
Henry will be on probation for two years, serve Kill
hours of community service,
attend .i firearmssafetj class
and forfeit ihe !) mm gun he
used during the skirmish in
downtown Orlando.
Circuit ludge John Kest
agreed to not send Henry to
jail, despite his guilt\ plea
to a marijuana possession
charge in March in Kentucky.
Neither Kest nor prosecutors
mentioned that in court.
Henry had a reputation
as a potential problem even
before the Bengals drafted
him two years ago.
"I'd like to say I know I
made a mistake, but I'm just
trying to. you know what I'm
SB) ing, turn all of this into a
positive," he said outside I he
courthouse. "I jusi want to
get back to playing football.
It's what I do."
Henry was arrested Ian
28 in Orlando after a police
officer saw him raise a handgun during a light. The officer pulled his weapon and
ordered Henry to drop the
gun, loaded with eight hollowpoint bullets and one "snake
shot" round, which produces
a spread of pellets similar to
a shotgun, according to prosecutors. The gun had been
listed as stolen by the I'asco
County Sheriff's Office.
Henry was originally
charged with felony possession of a concealed firearm.
improper exhibition ofa firearm and aggravated assault
with a firearm, bin prosecu
tors dropped all but the ion
cealed possession count.
Henry pleaded guilty to
the marijuana charge in
Kentucky, avoiding jail time
after completing a drug
rehabilitation program.
He was arrested in June
and charged with speeding
and drunken driving in suburban Cincinnati, and that
month pleaded not guilty in
Covington, Ky., to charges
that he provided alcohol to
three underage females.
The misdemeanor DIM
charges in Clermont County,
Ohio, are still pending, with the
next hearing set for Oct. 19.
It wasn't clear howor if Henry
may be disciplined by the
league. NFL spokesman Steve
Alic said he couldn't comment
specifically on the case.
Under NFL rules, anyone
convicted of or admitting to
a criminal violation, including a plea to a lesser offense,
is subject to discipline determined by the league commissioner.
Usually Cincinnati's thirdstring receiver. Henry filled
in for injured wideout T.J.
Houshmandzadeh against
the Kansas City Chiefs on
Sunday. He had one reception for a loss of 5 yards.
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EAGLES
From Page 6
inetlioereonesi foddl'inksion.
lames Thrash). So. there's no
reason he caul win with a
solid group ol wideoiils thai

includes Donte'Stallworth and
Reggie Brown.
Stallworth had si\ catches
for III yards and one ID in

his debut with the Eagles, He
probably won't post Owens
like stats, bin Stallworth Isn't
seliish, petulant and disruptive, either, lies already been
dubbed the antl-T.O. because
his NO. Ill is opposite Owens

STAYING ON THE BALL:
defense Now that the Buckeyes have defeat'
Ten schedule begins

Buckeyes in critical part

No, HI, he has an excellent
working relationship with
McNabb and he doesn't
cause problems,
Iteid talked to former Saints
coach lim llaslell before
acquiring Stallworth to make
sure he was adding a qualitycharacter player.
"lim lolcl me how good hewas." Iteid said. "We were
expecting to gel agood football
player, ii was |usl a matter ol
him gelling himself in the s\s
tern and feeling comfortable."
u \h Nabb and fragile run
ning backs Brian Wesihrook
ami Correll Buckhalter sta)
healthy and Stallworth and
Brown continue to progress,

WWWBGNEWSCOM

theoffensecouldequaloi even
surpass its level iii -'on I. [tie
I agles averaged 3S1.I yards
and 24.1 points per game en
route lo the Super Howl.
Meanwhile, ihe defense has
a chance to bedominant again,
Coordinator lim lohnson likes
lliedeplh on the line so much
he alternated the four starters and the four backups each
series against I Illusion. I he
result was loin sac ks from the
line. The Texans, whocertainI) c ould've used lieggie Bush,
managed only 241 total yards.
"\ul in im eight years in the
\i I. lour years in college and
four years in high school, you
just don't do this kind ol thing,
bill il worked mil for us." said
end levon Keaise. who had
oneol the sacks.
from the hall boys to the
players to the coaches to the
front office, everyone in the
organization believed last
yeai was merely an aberration
caused In too main injuries
and loo mile h Iei ■ moil.
Now thai the Important
players are health) and team
harmony has been restored
because you-know-who look
his ail lo Dallas, the I agles
have a legitimate chance to
play beyond lannai v.
If not, the) can't blame I. o.
am more.

of their schedule
By Rusty Millet

COLUMBUS, Ohio
fopranked Ohio Mali's players are
well aware ol what they accomplished las) week in bearing
defending national champion
and then-No. 2 Dexas.
So they have i<> almost force
themselves to concentrate on
the task ai hand
thisweek It's
Cincinnati — instead ol letting
theii minds rate with thoughts
of trophies, rings and national
championships.
"You'll hear thai a lot, people
saying, Toil guys won the liingest game, thai you won the
national tiili' In September,'"
linebacker lames Laurinaitis
said yesterday. "But basicall) we
know we have in weeks left to
play, we have a lot of games thai
we need to focus on. One men
tal lapse ran cause an upset."
I"he Buckeyes (2-0) find themselves caught in an <>ihi place
on their schedule, a week after
pulling oil a watershed »In
21-7 over the I onghoms
aweekbefon theyopen Big Pen
|ila\ against a Penn State team
that beat them a year ago.
Thai little vallej In the schedule hasn't gone unnoticed, by
either team.
"You have to make sun- you
handle success and that's a
good segue Into talking about
Cincinnati, because I'm sure .i~
the season began, (Incinnati
looked ai the Ohio State schedule and said. 'Hey, we've !;<)i
them right where wewant them,
between texasand Penn State,'"
Ohio State coach lim Tressel
said. "We're going to have ,i
Cincinnati team coining in here
thai is going lo play lights out,
they're going to hit us in the
mouth and they're going to play
as hard as yon can possibly play.

And that's what we need
Ohio State has been down this
road hcforc, although few of the
current players will remember,
The then-No. 6Buckeyes were
3-0 and com inn oil a •-',,"~l '•'"
ry over No. 10 Washington Suite
when they played ('incinnati at
Paul Brown Stadium in 2002.
Bearcats receivers chopped
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Just use logic to solve

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Plav Sup*, sudohu and w,np,i„!a,.

SUDOKU
DID YOU KNOWr..

"\\ hen we played Cincinnati
foul years ago. I didn't think we
played as well. .mil I don't know
il it was a menial letdown." he

lilt, SI.1IIOUETTE
ON Hit. NATIO-

said. I llll job is just lo keep
leaching each day and hopefull) we don't look back and
sa\ thai there was a menial letdown, because it there is. we'll

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases • Stove, fridge, microwave. 25' TV
Low as $425 per month • Full cable W/HBO - $207month
Includes all utilities • Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully hjmished

Condominiums torrent!
Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fndge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi lub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Cenlral air

8

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

forgotten thai near-miss,

You deserve an UPGRADE

7

6

SUDOKO

first national championship In
II years
[Vessel, never one to reflect
on past games, certainly hasn't

"Whether It's Cincinnati, Penn
Mate oi Iowa, we know the) re
all capable ol beating ns so we
can't lei up."
\ record crowd and a huge
television audience watched the
first No. I \s. No. -' game in a
dec ade. I he teams fought on
even terms in Austin until the
Hue keyesscored late in the first
hall and Texas'offense nevergol
unbacked against Ohio Stales
defense, which features nine
first-yeai starters.
One of the stars for the Buckeyes
was receive! Anthony (ion/ale/.
who had a career-best eight catches foi 112 yards and a touchdown.
He Slid ever) season has an cl>l>
and How mil. hut ili.it. i pi. is. r has
to understand the payofl doesn't
come until the end.
u hat did the Texas victor)
mean? Not much other than the
fact thai we heal another team.''
he said. "Outside of that, we're not
getting a ring for it, we didn't win
am championship as a result of
it. So there's real!) no reason tosh
there and think about thai game,
as gieal as it was. liecause we
didn't win anything other than a
football game.''

5

5

a 14-0 season ol tight scrapes
that resulted ill the schools

see thai happening.
"Our gms an- so motivated I
don't think we'll have a letdown
the whole season.'' he said.

1

8

the final minute as Ohio State
escaped with a 23-19 win
one ol the tightest games in

be in trouble."
oi course, teams never
expei i a letdown until it's too
late. Punter .VI. frapasso, who
averaged 50.8 yards on his si\
punts against texas, doesn't

7

7

4

two [lasses in the end /one in
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Birch Run Golf Club

BASKI;TB,V'

Duly 10 Minutes from Campus!

Student ID Special:
RUSTY KENNEDY

BACK IN FULL FORCE:

.■■i :lwClevelandBfc-. ■

n; 10.2006
Call 419.2S7.3&41 today lor Ice lime

■

McNabb Has done well to htde the hint The five-time Pro Bowl qu
I'llJadelphias season opener a! Hoi, ■

NEWEST APTS.
FREE Pool & Hot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE fitness (enter
FREE Private Shuttle

Sign today and receive a $600 Visa Gift Card!

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
• No Application Fee
• No Administration Fee- -|

EfeXH@6l!g[ fla?

Beautiful ranch style condominiums
S650'montf] plus unties
Washer and dryer hook up
• Quiel tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

\t • -' 3£ ii

_ _

• No Security Deposit
_ _

•
_—, J

MODEL NOW

*V2i
* Restrictions Apply

FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball
The Enclave II
877-819-6802
Colleqeparkweb.com
706 Napoleon Rd.
Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm
Sat: lOdm-Apm
Sun: I2pm-4pm

%

SPORTS

8 Wednesday. Septanbci

igers have company in divisional race
By Larry Lag*
The Associated Press

DETROIT- rhe Motor City skyline was draped In clouds, and
a siraiK rain pattervil on the
tarp-covered lickl at Comerica
Park. If ihiii);'- weren't gloomy
enough In Detroit yesterday, the
rigersiinlynocdnl I" look at thr
\i Central standings,
one of the biggesl Btories of
ilii- baseball season lias been
the tigers' surprising turnaround. With the playoffs just
three weeks away, Detroit finds
itself as the focus of another
storyline — Its collapse.
•\i i lit- end of the day on
Vug 7. Detroit was 76-36, eight
names heller than am Other
team, i Iteii closest u Central
rival was Chicago at l" games
behind, with Minnesota facing
a 10 1/2 game deficit.
Since then, the I Igers were
10-22 — only the Chicago Cubs
were worse during that stretch
in the majors - entering yestei
day's games. 1 heii division lead
had shrunk ID I 1/2 games ovei
Minnesota and three names
ahead ol the White Sox.
I ,ui~ iii Detroit, who finally
have something to cheer about
after yeais < iil< tusy baseball and a
team that's been large!} Ignored,

are understandably worried.
Tigers manager Ilm Leyland
insisted he and his players are
not panicking, He also acknowledged that they are, to a degree,
watching the scoreboard.
"We're in a position to take
care of our own fate," said
I eyland, who helped Florida
win the World Series In 1997 and
was a two time Nl Manager of
the Year in Pittsburgh. "We have
to take care of our own business,
Inn are you hoping (Chicago
and Minnesota: gel beat? Sure.
iiis.n It's not In the back of your
mind, you're lying."
The truth is. Detroit is in
danger of the worst free fall in
.i decade.
The Tigers were B4-51 after
plaj sepi. i. 5 I -' games ahead
ni Chicago and si\ games
ahead ol Minnesota. II Detroit
does noi finish first in the division, it would be the largest
flop entering the final month
ol the season since 1995, when
the California Angels lost a 7
i 2-game lead, according to the
I lias Sports Bureau.
It you're scared ahoui what
might happen, you shouldn't
be here," pitcher leremy
Bonderman said. "We've been
scuffling for the firsi dme this
year, bin we still have the same
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The Daily Crossword Fix

guys that were herewhen things
weie going better."
rhe} just aren't hilling as well.
In the .'t2-game slide, ihe
I igers averaged just 3.6 rims
and had a mere '1M batting
average. I he\ averaged ."i.:! runs
with a .281 hailing average river
the first 112 games, according
III Ellas.
Pitching sparked Detroit's
success this season anil for Ihe
most pan. il has not contributed to the Us funk. The flget s'
team ERA was 3.81 in ihe 32game slump and 3.68 before It,
easily combining for baseball's
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26

"Dune" composer Brian
Greek letter
One's other self
Wedding vows
Elevates

ACROSS
I Online business
6 Banned big bang
11 Cal. pages
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
24
28
29
31
33
34
37
39
43
44
46
49

51
52
54
57

Nita of old films
Puccini opera
Artist's rep.
Left., (in Hollywood?!
Lauder of cosmetics
Track official
Neighbor of Leb.
Had a feeling
Job for Perry Mason
Van Gogh's brother
Mubarak's predecessor
G.I. entertainers
Graffiti practitioner
Wall recess
Left... (during a heist)
Ouilt filler
Eagle quarters
Perform on stage
Unnerving

Psychic power
H.S. subj.
Diplomat's torte
Kenyan terrorists
Shrek's mate?
Sound system
NFL prop
Spasm
Sheraton parent co.
Iranian ruler, once
Spanish wine drink
Redact

Spoken
Infrequent
Wandered
Bikini part

58 Town official, of yore
60 La Scala cheer
62 Left... (in a debate)

in Detroit Aug 23.2006 The surprising lumaiound of the Tigers has been one of the
biggest stones ol the baseball season

BG coach lohn Piper.

VANISHING ACT:
pitcher Zach

inaqer Jim Leyfand. led. tales the ball Irom
^go While So« in the second inning of their game

70 Old lab burners

I

On selected floor plans

Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800

• Ground floor ranch

Visit Online

1

www.meccabg.com
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• Patio

Classified Ads

• Pets welcome!

419-372-6977
..

-FREE HEA1
Management Inc.
Hillsdak- Apts.
His; Fairvievi Ave
2 bdrnis / 3 bdrni Twnh

Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle
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CALL THE WORLD LLADLR IN TLST PREP
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

1-800-KAP-TEST •

Findluv Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2rxlrmApts

Oarage for I vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

Management Inc.
(■ran land

((irad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrni I bath I car garage
Air condition w/d hookups
('lose to downtown

i id.

. nl .,

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
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know...
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KAPLAN

Losl Nikon Coolpix digital camera
with gray case. Photos very important Lost Fri 9 8-06 or Sat 9-9-06
Please contact Brian at 941-5864195. $150 reward

Lifeguards Needed for ihe Nichols
Therapy Pool Hours are varied Sal
ary $8 25 per hour. Musi hold a Lifeguard Certification from the American Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis & As
sociales Application packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
ol MR DD 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent. B Monday
- Friday, 8:00 am • 4:00 pm. E.O.E.
Sports Technician - Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activities. Parl-lime: contracted position:
position available until filled Application packet may be obtained from
Wood County Board of MR'DD.
11160 Easl Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. En! B. Monday - Friday.
8:00 am -4:00 pm. E.O.E

" Avail Now Rms. low as $225 Mo.
Also units starting! -1 -07 S 0708
S Y @cartyrentals com. or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Personals
Learn a skill for lite Take PEG 157
Weslem Horsemanship Check us
out at' Sandersonslables com
Wanted
SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA.NATL
HONORS & LEADERSHIP ORG IS
SEEKING FOUNDING OFFICERS
MEMBERS TO BEGIN A CAMPUS
CHAPTER at BGSU. CONTACT.

Order your party subs,
trays, salads & cookies from
DiBenedetlo's

'BARTENDING' up lo S300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Exotic Dancers
No experience needed; will train
Call alter 8pm 1-877-258-2764

352-4663 or fax order 373-0504
TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB
Is hiring for Tues.-Sun. shifts
Lunch servers ■ SlO'hr
Evening servers ■ S10/hr
Evening mailre d - $12.50 hr
Apply in person on Tue-Fri 2-4pm
3949 River Road. Toledo OH 43614
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

For Sale

HELP WANTED Full » Part lime positions available All Seasons Lawn
& Landscape 419-354-1923
Jed's BBQ & Brew 2531 S Reynolds (corner of Reynolds & Heathe
downs). Open interviews Sat. Sepi
16. 11am - 4pm

00 Honda Accord Coupe EXL. V6.
Loaded with leather, moonroof.
spoiler, all power, newer tires, new
liming bell. $8900 OBO. Call 419345-5050
Like to parly? Save money with
a kegerator' $275. will deliver.
See www.kflobootv.com for details.

Molher of one child needs sitter 1 -2
days per week during Ihe day
Hours may vary. Prefer Early Childhood major Must have own transportation Call 419 878-3484

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT
$7.95 All You Care To Eat
4:30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

EVERY WEDNESDAY
BURGER BAR
Lunch:11-2
Dinner. 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

1998 burgundry red Dodge Dakota.
Pwr. windows, sliding bk. window,
extend, cab, lighted sun visor, leather cover on back Asking $5500
OBO Excel shape. 419257-2639

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) ]
319 E. Wooster, Bowlin|

3 bdrm. house. 1 block from shuttle
Garage. AC. W.'D hookup NO
PETS $750 & ulil 419-353-8208
427 N. Main Quiet, spacious rm in
historic house. Priv. entrance, share
kilchen.porch.lvg. rm 386-405-3318

Allordable I bdrm . quiet & cozy.livmg room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo plus electric 419-654-5716.
CONDO FOR RENT-WESTON, OH
$650 mo ♦ Sec. 2 BR. 1BA newly
remodeled, newer appliances. W/D.
Satellite ready, private deck, garage.
attic storage, pets OK Assoc lees
mcl. in rent. Please call Leslie
@419-494 4148
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking lor 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem Fully furn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. AC. central heat, breaklast
bar. hi-spd cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Cozy quiet 1 bdrm. apt. in BG.
$455mo. No sec dep.. no util.
For more info call 419-352-9979
Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water lower Available immediately 419-352-5239
WEDNESDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch:11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT
Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom of house to a clean,
neat, and honest student. $200 deposit $250 rent. 419-354-6117.
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor 5 bdrm . 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot $255
mo. incld. partial uii) Call after 7 &
leave message 419-352-5523
Rooms for rent on a month lo month
Oasis. Large bedrooms m small
town. Good for the serious student
or someone not wanting Ihe hassle
of finding sub-leasers. $350/.Tionth
all utilities included. Serious inquiries only 419-352-9542 or e-mail
storres@bg sualu mni. com.
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm. apts
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect' Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer
Charing Cross 419-352 0590

5^ .
alcur

UNLIMITED

(Across From Taco Bell)

$25~

www.johnnewlovereales
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30.
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Help Wanted

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
• 1HE COVENANT iPG-IJi
7 009:20
THE WICKER MAN iPG i]i
7.009:30
CRANK<H|
7259:35
INVINCIBLE (PGl
700930
HOW 10 EAT FRIE0 WORMS |PG) 5 20 7 30
BEERFESTlR)
7 209:50
ACCEPTED IPO-131
7 45 10 00
SNAKES ON A PLANER,
9 45
SIFPUPiTO 13,
7109:401
WORLD TRADE CENTER (PC-1JI 7 00945
TALLAOEGA NIGHTS THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY, pn HI
7 05930
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS (PGi
7 40950
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: 0EA0 MAN'S
CHEST (PG-IJI
740
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MLD SCHOOL?

Help Wanted

• Spacious kitchen
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Lunch & Dinner
MCDONALD DINING

• Private entrance
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WEDNESDAY IS
BG BURGER DAY

From Only $485!
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71 Compass dir.
72 Designs
73 Burpee specialty

1-2-1 Bedroom Apartments

Management Inc.

45 '74 kidnap group
46 Games mall

ANSWERS

68 Shih Tzu or corgi
69 Folkways

From Page 6

like
many
Students,
Blackburn says the toughest par! is learning to manage
time more wisely. Being on the
University's golf team, he has to
learn how to devote equal time
lo school and golf.
rhe team typically practices from tt a.m. until about
noon and lifts weights twice a
week, rhej then have class in
the afternoon, sunk table and
homework In the evening then
bead to bed before starting the
process over.
"it's really tough to devote
time to both school and
sports and not let either drop,''
Blackburn said.
The coaches have been working very closely with these talented freshmen to help ihem
develop both as students and
as golfers.
"This could he the best
Incoming recruiting class we've
bad since I've been here," said

42 Toothed wheel

48 Medical selection
process
50 Carve in relief
27 Putin's vacation home 53 Sushi bar order
55 Goof
30 Eye lasciviously
56 Cooiidge's VP
32 Amish pronoun
59 Easy win
35 Actress Faico
61 Cast ballots
36 Bill attachment
63 Our sun
38 Spanish river
64 Madrid Mrs.
40 Pianist Peter
65 Marsh
41 Inflight
66 June honoree
67 Old draft org.

"idon'i iiinik we\e played that
bad bill you always look had when

you don't hit," Leyland said
i he I igers — chiefly Leyland
— refuse to make injuries .in
excuse, bui th ty have hurt their
chances ol making the playoffs
for ihe first lime since 1987.
Second baseman Placldo
Polanco, who was hitting ,294,
has been on the disabled list for
ne.iiK a month with a separated
shoulder. The Tigers hope hecan
return for a key sei les next week
on the road against the White
so\. Shortstop Carlos Guillen,
one of the learns lop players,
has been slowed recenlh by a
hamstring strain.

«>"•«•' —-■-„,

6 2004 Olympics site
7 End ol a sock

besl ERA.

GOLFERS

P4UISANCYA

KAPLAN
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